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Nigerian Banks in 2014
– Still wading through tides
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With evolving customer lifestyles and preferences,
changes in the current Àscal regime, and advancements
in the country’s digital landscape, the need for banks to
adapt, innovate and evolve in response to the new realities
of 21st century banking has never been more crucial.
Following the trend of 2013, Nigerian banks have continued to wade through tides, Ànding ways to
thrive amidst changes in the regulatory and business environment – with the outcome of each bank’s
strategic response becoming more quantiÀable.
Despite the change of its helmsman, the Apex Bank has remained focused on its mission of consumer
protection and value creation and has delivered economic value to bank customers in 2014. Though
there was the re–introduction of inter–bank ATM charges of N65 after four withdrawals, the reduction
of Commission On Turnover (COT) to N2 per mille; removal of charges on cash deposits; and the
complete removal of COT on public funds reÁect the CBN’s continued commitment to its mission.
Banks have also had to seek out new ways to raise or at least sustain their bottom line amidst
shrinking income opportunities. The battle for low–cost deposits has become even more intense.
While some have successfully acquired other banks, others have optimised their service delivery,
explored new channels and developed unique products.
As customer acquisition and retention remain critical to success, the need to develop more customer–
centric products, provide satisfactory service experience and maximise customer value have become
more emphasised. Furthermore, the situation has re–awakened more banks to the need to better
understand their customers and effectively utilize their customer data assets.
With evolving customer lifestyles and preferences, and advancements in the country’s technological/
digital landscape, the need for banks to adapt, innovate and evolve in response to the new realities of
21st century banking has never been more crucial.

This year, the report has been expanded by interviewing 3100 respondents, covering both retail
and SME market segments, and taking a closer look at special retail sub–segments – women and
millennials,widely believed to have new opportunities.
The goal of the 2014 Banking Report is to provide banks with a bigger basket of valuable information
and insights that would assist them in their quest for increased customer intelligence.

Chukwuka Monye
Managing Partner,
Ciuci Consulting

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

Ciuci Consulting has taken another deep dive into gathering consumer intelligence on the lifestyles,
behaviours and preferences of bank customers.
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ABOUT the REPORT
‘The report provides valuable insights on retail and SME
customers’ lifestyle, preferences, banking decision drivers,
perceptions and service experience across various demographic
segments’
This report presents Àndings from a study of retail and SME banking customers.
However, in order to understand and correctly interpret the information provided
in this report, readers should be aware of the following:

This is a perception study

Annual Banking Sector Report

Since perceptions are subjective by deÀnition, they do not necessarily represent fair views.
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Objective of the report

•
•
•
•

To draw valuable insights on retail and SME customers lifestyle, preferences, banking
decision drivers, perceptions and service experience across various demographic segments
To share emerging trends/new knowledge in retail and SME banking
To rank Nigerian banks based on customer perception of their banks’ quality of service
To comparatively assess 2013 and 2014 study Àndings to provide insights on increasing/
decreasing Nigerian bank performances, industry development and improvements.
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Methodology
In carrying out the study, Ciuci Consulting designed a set of questionnaires that were used for
targeted interviews and focus group discussions.
Instrument Design

•
•

The questionnaire was designed with the objective of collecting both qualitative and
quantitative information from the respondents
It had both open and closed ended questions with options from which respondents could
choose one or more alternatives

Data Gathering

•
•
•
•
•
•

In order to gather information from different age segments of the population, respondents
were grouped into 5 age groups
In total, 3,100 respondents that represent various segments and sectors were interviewed –
2,100 retail bank customers and 1,000 SME bank customers
100 respondents were interviewed from each of the 21 banks in Nigeria, except Citi bank
given that it is not positioned as a retail bank
Respondents were interviewed in order to gain other useful insights that may not be
captured by the questions
Respondents were either based in Ikeja or Lagos island
To validate some of the Àndings, particularly for the 18 – 24 age group, 100 interviews were
conducted

Study ProÀle
The survey delivers insights in three main areas:
Customer Behaviour
Adoption level of alternative banking channels
Level of satisfaction with banks’ service channels
Important consideration for choosing a bank
Customer
Satisfaction
Level

Banking
Services
Priorities

Decision drivers for maintaining relationship with banks
Customer Satisfaction Level
Level of satisfaction on transaction channels
Level of satisfaction with banks’ services

Banking Services Priorities

Customer
Behaviour

Preferred service delivery channel
Frequency of channel use
Bank choice decision drivers
Customers Ànancial know–how

3,100

5 Age Groups

Banking Customer

13 – 17 Generation Y Millenial

Respondents

18 – 24 Generation Y Millenial
25 – 34 Generation X/Y
35 – 44 Generation X
45+ Generation X Boomers

1 State

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

Preferred way of engaging the bank
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Demographics
Retail Bank Customer Segment

Gender Distribution

2%

11

%

5%

24%

22%
58%
Age range of
Respondents

25%

Employment
status of respondents

13%

40

%

13–17

18–24

25–34

35–44

45+

Unemployed

Self employed

Student

Employed

4% 3 7%
%

5
10

%

11%

%

6

%

Respondents by
sector in which they
operate

9%

13

%

Construction

Finance and insurance

Manufacturing

Telecommunications and ICT

Agriculture

Oil and Gas

Public Administration

Entertainment and music

Wholesale and retail trade

Other

Proffessional and technical services

11%
21%
SME Bank Customer Segment
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Construction
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8

%

2

%

13%
3%

5%

5%

Manufacturing

9%
2% %
2

Proffessional and technical services

38%

Age range of
business

49%

Finance and insurance

32%
19

5%

Public Administration
Wholesale and retail trade

Respondents by
sector in which they
operate

%

8%

Agriculture

Telecommunications and ICT
Oil and Gas
Entertainment and music
Other

0–5yrs

6–10yrs

11–15yrs

Over 16yrs
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RETAIL
BANKING
Evolving Needs of Nigeria’s Retail Banking Customers

“It is estimated that within the next Àve years, 50% of
smart phone owners will use their phones as mobile
wallets and as a preferred method of payment...”

Currently, over 86 million Nigerians (about half of the country’s population) live in urban areas,
with many more moving in at an annual urbanisation rate of ~3.8%. This trend, along with
improvements in the quality of social infrastructure, has led to signiÀcant growth in Nigeria’s
middle–income population. Today, the middle class population is estimated to be about 40 million,
signiÀcantly more than 7 million in 2000.
Internet and smart phone penetration in Nigeria is also on the rise. Studies reveal that while
~40% of the country’s population have access to the internet, about 20% (over 33 million people)
now use a smart phone. The rise in internet and smart phone penetration has driven growth
of e–commerce and increased the use of mobile payment platforms. It is estimated that within
the next Àve years, 50% of smart phone owners will use their phones as mobile wallets and as a
preferred method of payment.

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

With increasing urbanisation, an expanding middle class and growing access to digital technology,
Nigeria’s retail consumers are becoming more sophisticated –demanding higher quality of service
from their banks.
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As these socio–economic and consumer lifestyle trends continue, Nigeria’s retail banking customers are
expected to require more convenient and efÀcient banking services. They will demand Áexible products
customized to their needs and expect more personalised Ànancial advisory services as value added.
Furthermore, Nigeria’s retail banking customers will require clearly differentiated products that provide
unique and truly valuable features. Where no clear distinction exists, customers will easily exercise
their ‘right to choose’ and switch to another bank.
As they become more and more tech–savvy, retail bank customers will demand speed in processing
transactions and convenience when performing day–to–day banking activities. They will want to
purchase products through varied channels and access real–time summaries of their transactions at all
times. All these will have to be provided at the best possible cost and with utmost customer care.
Banks must therefore gain greater insights into their customers’ needs and behaviour, and design their
operations and processes with the goal of achieving maximum customer satisfaction, not just raising
their bottom–line.
In essence, Nigerian banks that choose to formulate their strategy and operational tactics by up–to–date
customer intelligence will increase their competitive advantage. They will also realize higher levels of
customer loyalty, grow their customer base exponentially and sustain their leadership position.

What Retail Customers Regard as Quality Banking Service
In deÀning the reference frame through which retail customer perceptions were to be analysed, it was
important to understand their perspective on what ‘quality’ means – as it relates to banking services.
When interviewed, retail customers indicated various service quality attributes, which can be grouped
into four – Speed (Turnaround Time), Customer Care, Suitable Products, and Reliable Service.

QUALITY OF
SERVICE

Speed or
Turnaround Time,
Customer Care,

Annual Banking Sector Report

Reliable Service,
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Retail customers’
perspective on quality
banking service

Suitable Products

RETAIL BANKING
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SKYE BANK
Skye Bank dropped from 7th position in the overall perception
ranking in 2013 to 8th in 2014. In the tier 2 bank category, Skye
Bank’s perception ranking was 3rd, while it was ranked 2nd by
respondents in the 18–24 age bracket, 3rd in both the 25–34 age
bracket and above N500,000 income group.
Despite its decline in the rankings, their PCR of 9% shows that the
bank’s customers are relatively loyal.
The bank recently deployed a technology infrastructure that
would support its service delivery to the retail segment. Although
migration to this new technology caused some disruptions, a number
of stakeholders are optimistic and believe that the bank will begin to
realize the impact of the investment in 2015.
FIDELITY BANK
Ranking 9th, Fidelity Bank has maintained the same position it held
last year in both the overall ranking and tier 2 category. The bank’s
ranking by SME customers was also 9th overall but 7th in the below
N1m monthly turnover segment.
Although the bank had a relatively good head start and gained
reputation as a bank that caters to the SME segment, it must be
pragmatic, deliberate and strategic with its efforts in 2015, a year
in which competition in the segment is expected to become tougher.

STANBIC IBTC BANK

Annual Banking Sector Report

Stanbic IBTC Bank’s ranking in the tier 2 bank category dropped
from 3rd in 2013 to 5th in 2014. The bank’s overall ranking also
dropped from 8th to 10th in 2014, however, it came 8th in the above
45 age bracket and N100,001–N500,000 income level.

22

In the SME ranking, it came 11th overall and 8th in the N2m–N5m
and N5m–N10m segments. Stanbic IBTC Bank has been consistent
with its support for SMEs. Its market positioning as a bank “that
understands your business” was acknowledged by a number of the
respondents who were in agreement with the advertising strapline. A
number of the respondents expressed satisfaction with the different
trade Ànance schemes offered by the bank.
Ironically, the PCR was 33%, 13% above industry average, an
indication that a good number of its customers are willing to switch
banks.
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WEMA BANK
Wema Bank’s ranking moved up from 4th to 2nd in 2014 in the tier
3 bank category. The bank’s ranking was consistent across all age
brackets and income levels.
A number of the bank’s customers interviewed expressed
unwillingness to switch banks. The bank’s PCR of 10% is one of the
lowest in the industry, indicating that the bank has a relatively loyal
customer base.
With a relatively good PCR, there is an opportunity for the bank to
grow its loyal customer base by providing innovative products and
promoting the use of alternative banking channels – especially to
increase its attractiveness to younger retail customers.
KEYSTONE BANK
Keystone Bank maintained its 3rd position in the tier 3 bank category
this year. In the overall perception ranking, the bank moved up from
17th to 16th position in 2014. It also ranked 16th in the perception
ranking by SMEs.
The bank recently supported an initiative to boost rice production
in the country by providing Ànancing for about 50,000 farmers.
Aimed at supporting Nigeria’s drive for Ànancial inclusion, the bank
introduced an ATM gallery for the physically challenged members of
the society.
UNITY BANK
Unity Bank improved in its tier ranking, moving up from 6th position
to 4th this year. Although the bank has been recognized for its strong
presence in the northern region of Nigeria, it is gradually becoming
more visible in the south.
With the introduction of customer–oriented products such as Business
Empowerment Thrift Account (BETA) and the Personal Advance for
Your Success (PAYS), Unity Bank is increasing its engagement with
retail and SME customers.

Annual Banking Sector Report

ENTERPRISE BANK
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Enterprise Bank declined in this year’s perception survey, dropped
from 16th position to 18th position in 2014. It also dropped from 2nd
to 5th in its tier ranking.
It had a PCR of 41%, more than double the industry average,
indicating that a good proportion of their customers are willing to
switch to another bank.
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Retail Customers’ Key Consideration When Choosing Their Primary Bank
29% of the retail customers interviewed indicated service reliability as the most important consideration
when choosing their primary bank.

21%

22%

Proximity to home/work
Competitive pricing (such as interest rates, fees, etc.)
Customer service

5%

6%

Transaction channel access
Service reliability

5%

Minimum opearting balance
Strong financial stability

12%

29%

Figure 7: Most important consideration when selecting a primary bank

Analysis showed that service reliability, Ànancial stability and proximity to home or work are key
considerations for 72% of respondents when choosing their primary bank.
Retail Customers’ Propensity to Switch Banks
The survey revealed that retail banks have a lot of opportunity to strengthen the quality of their
customer bases. The average potential churn rate (APCR) of the industry was 20% – implying that 20
out of every 100 bank customers are willing to switch banks.
Standard Chartered Bank, Heritage Bank and Skye Bank had PCRs of 3%, 9% and 9% respectively.

49%

49%

41%

60%

33%
28%

40%

26%

21%

18%
15%

20%

17%

11%

19%

14%

14%
11%

10%

9%

9%

10%

28

Churn Rate

Zenith Bank

Wema Bank

Unity Bank

UBA

Union Bank

Sterling Bank

Standard Chartered Bank

Stanbic IBTC

Skye Bank

Mainstreet Bank

Keystone Bank

Heritage Bank

Guaranty Trust Bank

FCMB

First Bank

Fidelity Bank

Enterprise Bank

Ecobank

Diamond Bank
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0%

Access Bank

3%

Average

Figure 8: Retail customers’ propensity to switch banks
PCR – Potential Churn Rate is a customer loyalty index deÀned by Ciuci Consulting as a measure of customers’ willingness to switch
to alternative product services. A low PCR indicates high customer loyalty.
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“Results from the study revealed that all the Nigerian
banks have presence on at least one social media
platform...”
Social Media Adoption by Nigerian Banks
In recent times, Nigerian banks have taken advantage of social media to sustain their competitive
advantage. The key question is no longer whether to invest in social media but how well the banks are
harnessing the capabilities of social media to improve customer experience. Since loyalty by consumers
can be eroded by bad service experience, many banks are looking to social media to reinforce their
relationships with customers.
There was an improvement in the level of adoption of social media platforms in Nigeria this year. Results
from the study revealed that all the Nigerian banks have presence on at least one social media platform.
The number of retail bank customers who follow their banks on social media (Facebook and Twitter)
increased to 7,547,388 from 3,058,790 in 2013. Today, 6,859,914 retail customers follow their banks on
Facebook; 687,474 on Twitter; 23,812 on Instagram; and 22,516 on YouTube. From the survey, about
40% of retail bank customers have identiÀed social media as their preferred way of interacting with
their banks.

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

While some banks are actively engaging customers on social media, others are rather passive.
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SME
BANKING
“They want relevant and innovative Ànancial services,
including business advisory services, tailor made and
responsive multi–channel banking services...”
Small and Medium–scale Enterprises (SMEs) are critical to the development of the economy.
They possess strong potentials to create jobs, improve local technologies, and provide vital
services in diverse industries.

Annual Banking Sector Report

With over 17million SMEs in Nigeria, the role of SME banking and Ànancial advisory services
remains critical in activating their potentials. SMEs want more than Ànancing from their banks.

34

They want relevant and innovative Ànancial services, including business advisory services, tailor
made and responsive multi–channel banking services. From mobile credit card payment systems
to a virtual SME market place, a new era of SME banking is emerging.

Perception Ranking of Nigerian Banks by SMEs
SMEs ranked Nigerian banks based on perception of quality of SME banking service.
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EMERGING
TRENDS IN
BANKING
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Banking Women
– Women Want More from their Banks
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Banking Millennials
– Understanding the Digital Generation
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BANKING
WOMEN
– Women Want More from their Banks
“Apart from the opportunities presented to banks either by
being Participating Financial Institutions (PFIs) through
which SME funds would pass through, some banks have
taken deliberate steps to develop products for women...”

Annual Banking Sector Report

By earmarking 60% of the commercial component of the N220bn SME fund to women, the
Central Bank of Nigeria has demonstrated its commitment to Ànancial inclusion of women – a
mission that holds real opportunities for major economic growth.

40

With different spending priorities from men, women are notably more likely to buy goods and
services that improve the family’s welfare. Consequently, as the decision–making power of
women increases, household spending patterns are likely to move and household savings rates
are also expected to rise. A recent study revealed that 18.2% of informally served women and
43.5% of Ànancially excluded women, would like to open a bank account.
Many women are breadwinners of their families – taking up responsibilities that were originally
meant for men, further emphasising the increase in their ability to make decisions. The report
further reveals that the saving and spending patterns of women differs between age segments.
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BANKING
MILLENNIALS

– Understanding the Digital Generation
Millennials are the generation of people born between the early 1980s and the early 2000s. Sometimes
also referred to as Generation Y and Generation Millennials this generation grew up with the internet
and mobile communication, thus making them digitally, globally and constantly connected. They are
heavily reliant on new media and digital technology for their day–to–day activities. Their dependence
on technology is evident by their constant communication via email, text messages, instant messaging,
blogging and social media sites.

Annual Banking Sector Report

There are currently over 1.7 billion millennials around the world, accounting for about 25% of the world
population. Reports on the annual purchasing power of millennials usually puts it between $125 and
$890 billion. A more consistent estimate is $200 billion of direct purchasing power and $500 billion of
indirect spending, largely due to the inÁuence on the spending of their parents. This makes millennials
very attractive to businesses. The fact that they are yet to reach the peak of their buying power makes
them even more attractive.

46

Like their global counterparts Nigerian businesses have realized that they can signiÀcantly increase their
bottom–line if they can strategically position themselves to attract and retain millennials as they make
up 35.6% of Nigeria’s population and have a spending power of about $175 million. By understanding
the unique traits of this generation, businesses will be able to properly position themselves to serve this
budding generation. The banking sector is one of the industries that can beneÀt tremendously from
understanding this generation. With the recent reforms that have made it harder for banks to generate
revenue, banks can increase their revenue if they have a sound understanding of the millennials and
strategically position themselves to cater to this generation.
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ABOUT CIUCI
CONSULTING
“Our industry reports are constantly referenced
and relied upon by business leaders as well as
international organisations interested in the
Nigerian market...”

It has strong technical expertise in research consulting, strategy formulation and human capital
development. We have conducted research on a wide range of subjects across different industries.
Our reports have been referenced by both local and international media houses and research
companies because they give in–depth insights on different sectors in Nigeria.
We have developed signiÀcant research and analytical capabilities which we leverage to address
topical issues in key industries. Our proprietary research enables us to stay at the cutting
edge of the changes in the local business environment. Our industry reports are constantly
referenced and relied upon by business leaders as well as international organisations interested
in the Nigerian market. Our research is driven by a team of consultants with backgrounds and
experiences in several industries.
Our past research has covered a range of industries including health, education, agriculture,
FMCG, energy, Ànance, infrastructure, telecommunication, ICT, and strategy.

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

Ciuci (pronounced see–u–see) Consulting is a strategy and consumer intelligence company.
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Sample Publications
Assessing the Opportunities on the
Nigerian Biofuel Industry(2014)
DESCRIPTION:
Over the years, fossil fuels have the majority of the world’s growing energy
demands with little consideration for alternative sources of energy. In
recent times. Alternative sources such as biofuel have been fund to be
safer and cheaper than fossil fuels. In the last decade the global biofuel
industry has evolved to become an attractive investment opportunity.

From Sugarcane to Sugar: Capturing
the Sweet Opportunities in Backward
Integration (2014)
DESCRIPTION:
According to the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
Nigeria’s demand is 1.5 million tonnes of sugar per year with a potential
market size of 1.7 billion tonnes (based on population and recommended
daily sugar intake), making it the second largest consumer of sugar in
Africa, after South Africa.

Retail Assurance In Nigeria – Assessing

Annual Banking Sector Report

fundamental Consumer Perspective (2014)
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DESCRIPTION:
The low adoption of insurance products and services in Nigeria may
largely be as a result of a low level of awareness about the importance of
insurance. Also, a signiÀcant number of those aware have little conÀdence
in the value and quality of services offered by local insurance companies.
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Sample Publications
What Nigeria’s Retail Banking
Customers Want: Customer Insights for
Retail Banking (2013)
DESCRIPTION:
Banks must cultivate and maintain an innovative culture – in order to
keep them adaptive and responsive to market changes On the whole, a
customer sees only one product, the bank and the entire range of services
the bank offers is viewed as a single product suite. So banks must not
only focus on developing new products, but must strive to consistently
deliver great service experiences leaving no stones unturned in their
quest to attract, engage and retain customers.

Possible $111m Opportunity in Mobile
Virtual Network Operations (MVNO) in
Nigeria (2013)
DESCRIPTION:

Outbound Medical Tourism: Result of a
Poor Health System (2012)
DESCRIPTION:
Due to the decline of Nigeria’s healthcare sector thousands of Nigerians
leave the shore of the country for treatment in other countries such as
India, Germany, UK, Switzerland and the US. The publication highlights
the cause and possible solution for the mass exodus of Nigerians seeking
medical treatment.

What Nigeria’s Banking Customers Want (2014)

With a growing population currently sitting at 160 million, Nigeria’s
telecommunication market is estimated to be sitting at 106 million
active lines with an installed capacity of over 189 million lines. This is
the largest telecoms market in Africa. The publication highlights the
potential earnings that can be realized by a mobile virtual network
operator.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT WWW.CIUCI.US
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»

The Unemployable Nigerian: Education in Nigeria – How it Impacts Employment and Productivity

»

What Nigerian Banks should Become

»

What the Nigerian Mobile Telecom Users Want

»

Business and Leadership

»

Optimising Organisations Human Capital

»

Buying Decision Drivers

»

Basel 0.01: Getting the Basics Right in Risk Management for Banks in Developing Countries

»

Improving Business Process

»

The Winning Formula for Nigerian Fast Food Players

»

Possibilities of Mobile Banking in Nigeria

»

Maximising ProÀtability through Effective Customer Service

»

Doing Business in the Petroleum Sector

»

Online Passengers in The “OfÁine” World
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Our Brand
‘Ciuci’ logo type:
The name has been rendered in lower case
– to communicate the personal touch, with
echoes of dictionary phonetics (‘ci–u–see’).

Colours maintain
clear patriotic
afÀliation and
manifest a
powerful impact
on the page
whether print or
digital.
The logo
also exists in
monochrome black
and white; and
negative versions.

‘CONSULTING’
sub–header rendered in upper
case to reinforce authority
and professionalism in Ciuci’s
business practices
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The box motif
with its inference
of solidity and
integrity is
a recurring
element in other
design work –
e.g. Mastheads
for document
titles and page
numbers.
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